
Global lighting - Light design



a global lighting offer dedicate to 

a design perception of light. 



The essential expertise to assist you

in your projects.

TECHNICAL SKILLS

The NANOLIGHT team will guide 
you through the methodology of 
choosing lighting equipment and 
will advise you with the neces-
sary products. 
Its knowledge about numerous 
technologies assures you the 
perfect blend between light and 
space.

Computing tools allow us to recreate 

3D or graphics to visualize your project 

and its final outcome. Of course this 

ultimate phase will be the result of a 

collective search work of the better 

technical solutions adapted to your 

needs. And this with a strong empha-

sis on sustainable development and 

energy-saving research.

For tertiary indoor or outdoor, hous-

ing, points of sales, offices, museums, 

parking, terraces, gardens, urban ar-

eas, swimming pools, spas or ephemeral 

events, our experienced team will offer 

you the most relevant solutions.

3D Simulation and Graphics

Automation - Interactivity – Programming

Lighting Study





New technologies consultant

Innovative solutions designer provider

Founded in Paris in 2006, NANOLIGHT 
has successfully imposed his signa-
ture among lighting architectural 
projects.

NANOLIGHT highlights products and archi-

tectural spaces in collaboration with sce-

nographers, architects and designers, and 

thinks light with creativity, originality and 

technique.

Today NANOLIGHT is constantly researching 

innovations, plays with shapes and com-

bines unusual materials (Corian, screen 

printed canvas), to give you access to luxu-

ry and design lights.



Distributor of short listed high quality lighting brands

NANOLIGHT light strips in standard 
version or siliconed combine thick-
ness and flexibility. Integrated into 
its profiles or used on its own they 
provide a unique high-tech and de-
sign lighting.

Lumiblade is an all- in-one light-
ing solution. With a 30,000 hours 
lifetime and an excellent energy 
efficiency, OLED is considered by 
its users as a reliable and effi-
cient solution all along a project 
or facility life.

With the use of aluminum and 
stainless steel experience, DL 
has now a leading position in the 
design lighting market. Its lu-
minous profiles are the perfect 
proof, equipped with traditional 
sources or LEDs.

High quality fixtures distributor since 2006,
NANOLIGHT selected some leading brands for their expertise and the quality of their products.



and many others…
High quality fixtures distributor since 2006,
NANOLIGHT selected some leading brands for their expertise and the quality of their products.

Norlight is an Italian manufac-
turer specialized in profiles and 
fluorescent fixtures. It range of 
architectural products offers 
varied design, exclusively made 
in its workshops.

Italian outside specialist, Castal-
di offers since 75 years its origi-
nal light products, anticipating 
trends and lighting styles.

Lights with sleek design and im-
peccable finish.  Its product range 
is particularly based on
underwater equipment and new 
light sources technologies (LEDs, 
LED RGB).



Specialized products for indoor, 

sometimes made to measure...



The richness and the variety of our collections allow us to design and produce, for you, all 
kind of interior lighting projects and especially in the fields of : 

- Private residential : villas, lofts, apartments... 
- Hospitality : palaces, hotels, resorts, restaurants, night clubs, commercial space... 
- Tertiary : headquarters, offices, museums, hospitals...



Outdoor solutions...



Whether for private or institutional facades buildings, landscaped parks, parking, stadi-
ums, public places, or simply private swimming pools and gardens, our team will respond 
to any request, thanks to the quality and technicity of the prescribed equipments.



nanolight s.a.s
+33 (01) 39 12 18 48

contact@nanolight.fr
13 avenue des Sports
78500 Sartrouville
www.nanolight.fr

references

hospitality

palace hôtel w
palace hôtel shangri-la
groupe lucien barrière

groupe accor
Multiplexe europacorp / pathé / mk2

futuroscope
printemps haussmann

points of sales

Chloé International
orange
peugeot
renault
Citroën

boffi
bnp paribas

Tertiary

allen & overy
globe diffusion

ahlstrom

EVENt

Converse - pitchfork Festival
designer’s days

nuit blanche paris
sony ericsson

land rover

private residence

Villa privée riyadh
villa biarritz

appartement las cases
appartement victor hugo

châlet courchevel




